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“Blue #52”
by Meagan Foley
Blue #52 is the perfect shade of sorrow. Also titled The Death of a Companion
Animal After a Long Illness, it is a glorious slump of depression that leaves you listless,
feeling like you’re floating on a cloud of Novocain.
Why #52? Why does Pet Death please you so? Well, you can’t say why, really, but it
brings you back each week to the feel-bar on Fourth and Century. The reflection of the word
Synthetique in neon script is legible in the puddles on the sidewalk. It’s a short walk from
the bus stop, past a grimy Walgreens, across from a view stand. If you’re feeling nothing
and looking for something, it’s just a short walk away.
The feels come in a cube, wrapped in a plain white sheet of parchment as clean as a
dentist’s office. There’s the knock on the door, and Mr. Pharmacy comes in with your sugarcube blues. Some take their order to go, but you – you savor the experience. You’re sitting in
one of the private rooms in a plush black booth. You can’t say why, but it adds something to
the experience you can’t put to words, even if somebody asked.
The color of the cube fades from cloud-white to a deep cobalt. It melts on your
tongue, sugary sweetness that spreads over your palette. And after, that gliding ease into
melancholy. The first chords of disbelief are a guilty sense of relief – it’s a chaotic,
discordant sound and you are the instrument. Then you melt into sweet suffering.
That pain is not your pain but the pain of the donor, raw feelings refined by that
magician, Mr. Pharmacy. Yes, there are other feels, but for a connoisseur like yourself, it
must be Blue. Really, happiness is so pedestrian. Sex is such a bore. Pain is a much more
complex feeling.
It spreads through you and you’re deliciously numb, unsure now of what to do and
where to go, feeling like it’s useless to do anything. It’s like listening to music from another
room – the melody moves you but you can’t hear what the words are.
The next room over, a girl will wail to the tune of Blue #34, Complete Loss of Home
in a Natural Disaster, and you’ll be low. The music moves you, sucks you down into the
dark.

For four hours, you’re sobbing. Snot and tears are rolling down your face. Slicking both
hands, you push over your cheeks. You’re feeling for the pet you’ve never owned yourself.
The pet you’d probably never care to.
You pull your hair and hug your shoulders, and everyone in the bar is laughing or
panting or crying or shouting. Too soon, that four-hour fugue begins lifting, leaving an
empty pit in your stomach and an insatiable appetite. That, too, is part of the appeal.
Your walk home from the feel-bar is a veil of tears, blurred on-lookers snatching
their kids out of your path or laughing at your running nose. Your roommate’s face is a
blur, slanting across your vision from where she stands in the door of her bedroom. That
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dark wink you see is Winona’s traditional expression of recrimination, punctuated by the
sharp snap of her shut door.
You pull out bread goods, rip open packages with your teeth, and gorge yourself on
baked rolls: a sugary bun like a sparkle on your tongue, the bite of onion-meat flavor. You
find yourself looking at Old Beige’s silver food bowl on the end of the table, still where
Winona placed it two weeks ago. Old Beige was the fourteen-year-old Yorkie your
roommate had since she was in sixth grade. The dog is now a red stain on the street out
front and a brown lump of dirt under the myrtle tree in the backyard. Your roommate lobs
a look of accusation your way.
It’s all very tawdry, honestly. Some people have no idea how to suffer gracefully and
forgive and, after all, accidents do happen. It’s not your fault Old Beige had the same sense
of self-preservation as a suicidal chipmunk; leashes are troublesome when it’s not your
problem, anyway.
But there’s something that came from it. There was the fascinating way Winona’s
tears dripped onto Old Beige’s periwinkle-blue collar. Even that night, you wondered what
shade her tears were, and if Mr. Pharmacy might have something similar to that hue.
Blue #52: there is no other. Blue #52: perfect misery.
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“Okracoke”
by Devon Constantine
I step inside the shade of the lighthouse and let the whitewashed brick walls envelop
around me. “We’re going to have to rest at every landing,” Ed says. I tug down the cotton
chinos that he thinks are too short for a woman my age and reach over to squeeze my son’s
shoulder.
“You go ahead, we’ll meet you at the top,” I say, as Ryan thunders away with steps
noticeably heavy for such a slender fourteen year old.
I’m left standing in front of Ed. His Dallas Cowboys T-shirt untucks from his khaki
shorts as he strides my way. He pushes his sunglasses into his black hair. I turn to face the
spiraling metal staircase, not wanting to look at him.
The bottom step reverberates against the weight of my left foot. My palm slides
along the railing as I climb, catching rust. It reminds me of my first horse, Beau, who was
the same muddy color as the Mississippi.
“Wait up,” he says below me. I stop and gaze out the deep-set red window. A thirtysomething year old marches past me, so close I smell his rich, oaky aftershave. I hear Ed’s
short breaths behind me.
“Are you going to be mad all day?” I ask. I don’t turn, but I hear his sigh.
“We need to climb faster to make the four o’clock ferry,” Ed says.
“What if we go to the beach instead,” I say. “We could watch the sun set over the
Sound”.
I hear his footsteps clang and click and clang as he climbs up the metal stairs above.
I follow. The light thickens until sunlight blinds my vision white. Ryan is on the outside
deck, posing for a picture with the lighthouse keeper. I want to snatch him away from the
black wrought-iron railing.
Ed is doubled over, hands on his knees. “Let’s all get a picture,” he says. I stride past
him onto the thick, black metal deck. I stare at the ocean. Only thin white ribbons of sea
foam separate the swells of low tide from blending with the cloudless sky. My fingers
interlace with the railing and I keep holding on. I close my eyes. The wind races along my
cheek, and I am on the back of my late husband’s motorcycle again, zigzagging like a
kamikaze through rush-hour. He drives at neck-breaking, adrenaline-inducing speeds, and
it intoxicates me. I feel it rush through my body as I kiss his neck beneath the helmet.
“Mom?” Ryan’s voice interrupts, “Ed says we need to get going.”
My eyes open. “Would you rather go to the beach?”
“Nah.”

The ferry lurches away from the Cape Hatteras shore. I watch seawater flow
through the motor like milk in my grandmother’s antique butter churn. “Where’d Ryan go?”
I ask.
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“Why’d you really turn down my proposal?” Ed whispers from behind me. His words
kick against my chest like the recoil of a shotgun. I turn to face him.
“I asked you a question first,” I say.
“Goddamnit, Lori,” he says, “tell me why.”
“One of us should go find Ryan,” I say.
I hope he can’t see the red rims of my eyes. I slide my tortoiseshell sunglasses off my
shirt collar and unfold them onto my face. I turn and peek around him at the other tourists
on the deck. A blond baby boy cries like a seagull in his mother’s arms. He reminds me of
Ryan, before his hair darkened to brown. Now, he looks just like his father. Ed shifts and I
am left staring at the sun-weathered skin of his neck. I turn. I hear his sneakers thud on
the riveted metal floor as he walks away. I always swore I’d have only one wedding. I wish I
could tell him that.
My fingers shake as I unzip my purse and push aside the Outer Banks map and my
black leather wallet, grasping at my Xanax bottle. I tug it out and unscrew it, clenching the
lid so tight the white ridges dig into my palm. I dry swallow one pill, then shove it back into
the Kate Spade purse Ed bought me, still unused to the luxury.
The air is packed tight with heat like hay in a bale. I drag out the map and fan
myself with it. I’m back in my father’s cleared out barn, fanning myself in between dances.
Strands of white Christmas lights sparkle in the rafters, and I’m happy the whole town is
here, celebrating my birthday. Cody sneaks up behind me, uncorking a battered flask, and
pours it in my open mouth as whiskey overflows until it drips down my cheeks. He trails his
fingertips along my shoulder blade, causing the fine hairs on my sweaty arms to rise up as
the whiskey pumps through my veins. He leads me into an empty stall and kisses my neck
and lips over and over until I feel drunk. All I can think is that I smell like horses when he
pulls back and asks me to marry him.
The boys stroll over together as the ferry putters towards the emerging shore. “Wild
horses run along the beach,” Ed tells Ryan. “Maybe we’ll see some.”
“Maybe I’ll ride one,” he says, grinning under the shadow of his Ole Miss baseball
cap.
“Welcome to Ocracoke, folks,” the captain says over the loud speaker.

I follow the boys as they lumber along the plank walkway into the heart of the
island. Sand dunes are piled up on either side of us. They remind me of how my pastor
described the waves in the story of God parting the Red Sea. We walk until we reach the
edge of town. Ed stops at a weathered signpost, leaning his shoulder against “Ocracoke
Road.”
“Check the map,” he says. Ryan retrieves it from my unzipped purse and bends
down, stretching it out across the walkway. I kneel beside him and the wooden grooves
press into my knees like a rubber stamp. “Silver Lake is down this road, on the left,” I say,
standing up. Ed reaches his hand out to Ryan.
I sigh as I wipe sand from my shins. I walk ahead and pastel houses begin to replace
the sand dunes as the path widens into an asphalt road. A large red banner is stretched
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between tall poles on either side of the street with the words “Ocracoke Seafood Festival” in
white letters. People are milling about between vendor carts. I stop and turn, looking back
to find the boys.
They are right behind me. “Isn’t this awesome?” Ed says to Ryan. Ryan shrugs, but I
know he loves festivals. Two older men in bright red lobster costumes stroll past us, their
arms filled with bags of blue cotton candy. I hear Van Morrison’s “Brown Eyed Girl” being
played and stop walking. The song came out before we were born, but Cody sang it to me all
the time during our first couple years of marriage.
“Can I have money for ring toss?” Ryan says. Ed hands him a twenty. I watch Ryan
trudge away as the song ends. Ed is pursing his lips as he stares at me. I stare back at his
laugh lines and strong jaw, but avoid looking into his beautiful eyes.
“Heck, let’s forget last night,” he says. He intertwines our fingers and leads me
deeper into the crowd.
“Ryan…” I say. “We can’t leave him.”
“Let’s dance,” Ed says halfway through a Jimmy Buffet song. A crowd of people
sways in front of the stage like seaweed on the ocean floor. Ed starts twirling me around
until everything blurs. I gasp, light-headed, and collapse against his chest. I am in his
backyard again, catching fireflies in a Mason jar with him, dizzy at the thought of loving
two men at once. It had only been two years since Cody’s motorcycle accident, when we first
met. I still remember his firm handshake, and the way his palm lingered in mine when he
offered me the secretary job.
“C’mon,” Ed says, guiding me through the crowd by my elbow. I spot Ryan as we
emerge, holding a goldfish in a plastic bag.
“Oh, good Lord,” I say. “How are we going to get that back to Mississippi?”
Ed whispers in my ear, “Wait here,” before jogging over to Ryan. I walk to a nearby
bench and sink down, closing my eyes. My feet feel like two old anchors.
I smell Ed’s Old Spice deodorant before I hear him. I’ve never told him that Cody
wore it, too. “C’mon,” he says again, hand outstretched. I stand and we walk further into
the festival. The sky is morphing as the sun begins to lower. We walk into a huge shadow of
crisscrosses on the pavement. I look up to see a Ferris wheel.
“I know how you like sunsets,” Ed says. He hands the ride’s attendant money,
leaning in to say something to him as I walk into the white metal basket. Ed eases down
next to me. The wheel lurches, and then we are suspended a few feet in the air as more
people get on.
“I rushed things last night,” Ed says. The basket begins to feel claustrophobic. The
wheel lurches again, and we rise. I clench the edge of the metal seat in my palms.
“You said you’d drop it,” I say.
“But this time, I asked Ryan first,” he says, “and he wants us to be a family.” I let go
of the seat. He waves to the attendant, and the wheel moves again. It doesn’t stop until we
are at the top. I feel like a bird perched on the top branch of a tree. The sky has turned pink
over the Sound, streaked with color like the inside of a conch shell.
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I look into his clear grey eyes for the first time since last night. I see no trace of
Cody, but memories of him drip drop through my thoughts like falling rainwater. The only
one I have ever tried to forget invades, and I see a white sheet draped over a body. It
doesn’t cover the feet, and it shows just enough of the ankle to see the tattoo. I read my
initials, spelled out in ink on the bruised skin, before the rip current of my sorrow pulls me
under.
“Laurabeth, will you marry me?”
“Yes,” I say, and his lips muffle the words as he kisses me.

We walk up to Ryan, slumped over the curb by Howard’s Pub. “Did you say yes?”
“She sure did,” Ed says. Ryan stands and gives Ed a high-five, their palms making a
loud smack against each other.
“Oh hell yes!” He hugs one arm around me.
“Watch your mouth,” I say, but I smile and push the red bill of Ryan’s cap down over
his face.
“Alright, let’s go see the wild horses before it gets too dark,” Ed says. He leads us up
the wide, creaky steps and into the pub. License plates from every state line the wooden
beams of the ceiling, and college pennants of all colors line the walls. I wish I could claim
one of them as my alma mater.
“Look!” Ryan says, pointing to the Ole Miss flag above the beer taps. He plans on
going there one day. People are squeezed all along the benches by the door, so we stay
standing. Ed walks over the hostess station and asks for directions as we crane our necks at
the decorations.
“Let’s go,” Ed says as he returns. We retrace our steps through the town until we are
back at the signpost. Ed points to the sign that says, “Pony pen,” and turns onto the narrow
sand path.
The path ends at a twelve-foot-tall fence. Ryan runs ahead and climbs the steps up
to the viewing deck. I stand still.
“They fenced in the wild horses?” My voice cracks.
“So they don’t get run over,” Ed says. My throat aches as I swallow. I tread closer to
the fence and up the stairs. I stride to the railing, and lean over it. The sun is a sliver of
orange peel on the horizon. A chestnut pony grazes the stubby grass in the fading light.
I am eighteen again, falling in love with a boy as he teaches me how to ride
bareback. I straddle the horse, playing with his brown mane. I don’t know how to control
him without a saddle. Cody’s arms wrap around me, and his hands engulf mine. “Do you
trust me?” he says, and then louder, he yells, “Giddy up,” until we are flying.
I yell “Giddy up,” at the top of my lungs. It flickers its tail, perking up its soft,
velvet-like ears. Ed and Ryan say, “What are you doing?” but I yell it over and over again
until the pony tosses its blond mane and trots away. The breeze stirs as I watch it kick up
sand in fine puffs of air, like steam from an old train, and my legs shiver.
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“Giddy up,” I yell one last time, until the pony is at a gallop, running wild but not
free.

Figure 3 Mindy Schwartz

Figure 4 Devyn Fussman
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“Iztac the Outcast”
by Gail Robbins
Itzac snarled and rose up, towering over the other children. With a grunt, he shoved
the boy backward. Leva pin-wheeled his arms in a vain attempt to keep his balance, but he
landed on his back, forcing the air from his lungs into a gasp of pain. Everyone froze,
looking from Itzac to his small antagonist. Leva sucked in a lungful of air and exhaled with
a scream. He was crying when Mother Samah stepped from her cabin to see what the fuss
was about.
“What are you children doing?”
“Itzac hit me,” he cried.
“You started it, Leva,” said one of the other children.
“Enough. Go home, Leva, and tell your mother the truth. The rest of you, find
someone else to torment. Itzac, come,” Samah said. “You are too big to play with these
children. It is time you realized that.” She was not being unkind, but Itzac understood he
had done something wrong.
Itzac had lived much of his life in a small cabin, just outside the village of the
Nyunah people. Gamin, a village elder, had found Itzac alone and starving abandoned by
his mother. The old man took him in and taught him the ways of the fish and forest. He
taught him how to survive. The village mothers had taken turns feeding him when he was a
baby; Itzac had grown up playing games of tag and hide-and-seek with the Nyunah
children. Itzac understood the rudiments of the Nyunah language, but could not speak their
words. His old father, Gamin, would spend hours telling Itzac stories of the people. He
accepted Itzac’s limitations and loved him anyway.
Itzac hung back when they reached the cabin he shared with his old father.
“Elder Gamin,” Samah called.
“Yes, Mother Samah. I am in the larder,” he said.
She went around to the door that opened into a small cave. Elder Gamin had chosen
to build his cabin out here, away from the village, because of the cave. Samah often
wondered how wise he had been, even in his youth.
“Elder Gamin, Itzac has been in a fight with young Leva. The boy is not hurt, though
he will sing a different song to his mother. Itzac is too big to play with them anymore,”
Samah said.
“Of course, Samah. We knew this day would come. Itzac is an adolescent with a
child’s heart,” Gamin sighed and beckoned to Itzac with a smile and wave. “We will leave
tomorrow morning for the high pass to forage again. Maybe the time away will allow the
mothers to calm and see this as just another childish scuffle,” he said.
Samah nodded and ruffled Itzac’s hair. “Be safe, little Itzac. Good fortune to you
both.”
***
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The old father had been unusually anxious all summer. Gamin would leave Itzac on
many nights and go to the village. Itzac could feel his frustration when he returned. They
would spend weeks traveling to deep pools in the high mountains, searching for food. While
they were there, the old father would fret over their empty nets, praying for guidance.
“The snows are coming, Itzac,” his old father would say. “We must prepare and stock
up before the waters freeze and the fish sleep.”
Every morning, before the sun had risen above the trees, the old father would gather
up their tools and lead Itzac out into the woods. They traveled to many fishing holes that
lay inland from the sea, looking for spawning fish before circling back to the icy beaches.
Elder Gamin taught Itzac which fish were good to eat and how to catch them. Itzac learned
how to find food in the forests when the fish weren’t running. The old father knew many
tricks and he showed them to Itzac.
Itzac woke ready for their next adventure, but this morning, his old father did not
wake. He playfully pulled the covers from the old man, running with the heavy blanket
toward the kitchen. Itzac imagined the old man would jump from the bed, waving his hands
and shouting, “I’m too old for these silly games, Itzac.” But he did not, and Itzac was afraid.
He climbed onto the bed, beside Elder Gamin, making the mattress creak, and curled next
to the old man. He would wait.
Itzac dreamed of his old father. He stood in the door of their cabin. The sunlight was
streaming around him as he waved at Itzac, calling him outside. Though his face was
covered by the shadow, Itzac could see his white teeth as he smiled.
“The snows are coming, little Itzac, and there are no fish. What will you do?” he
asked. When the old man turned and stepped into the light, Itzac wanted to follow his old
father, but he couldn’t move. Itzac cried out for him to wait. “We cannot wait, Itzac. It is the
way of our kind. You must find your own way, my son.”.
Itzac woke, but his father was still in the bed beside him. Itzac cried out and pushed
on the old man, shoving him from the bed to the floor. Itzac roared with grief and lashed
out at the furnishings, slamming chairs across the floor and smashing anything that would
break. He cut himself on a heavy green glass globe, painting the room red with blood.
Exhausted, Itzac threw himself on top of the old man and cried himself to sleep.
A soft knock at the door woke Itzac from a deep, dreamless sleep. Sunlight streamed
through a broken window, making the glass on the floor sparkle. Mother Samah pushed on
the door of the cabin. Feathers from the destroyed mattress fluttered up at her intrusion
like snow in a blizzard.
“Elder Gamin?” she called. When she saw the old man sprawled across the floor, her
eyes grew wide and her hand flew up to her mouth. Itzac looked down at his old father,
then back into her wide eyes as she began to scream. Itzac started to bawl and stretched
out his arms to her. He was like a child seeking comfort, though he was too big for cuddling.
There was so much he wanted to ask her: Why would his old father not wake up? What did
he mean when he told Itzac to find his way? She backed out of the doorway, holding her
hands out in front, trying to ward him off. Itzac followed, crying wordlessly.
“Itzac, what have you done?” She continued to back down the steps, her eyes locked
on his. When she reached the path back to the village, she turned and ran.
Itzac sat down hard on the stoop, confused and afraid. The sun shone down on the
clearing, but it did not warm Itzac. He felt drowsy in the cold, watery light.
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***
“We must do something about Itzac,” Elder Harrod said.
“I do not believe he did this to Elder Gamin. The blood is not from the elder,” said
Mother Samah.
“It doesn’t matter what happened. Itzac will only bring more trouble, and he is
another mouth to feed,” said Elder Harrod.
“He is still so young; he would not be able to survive alone,” said Mother Samah.
“Who will care for him? You, Samah? Young or no, Itzac is not Nyunah. He is not
one of us. I warned Elder Gamin. He was arrogant to think he could save Itzac. He should
have left him to die,” Harrod said. Samah frowned and turned away from him. “Eh, you
have a woman’s heart, Samah; it cannot be trusted to make decision this hard.”
“If Gamin was wrong about Itzac, then maybe he is wrong about the fish,” Elder
Taimish said.
“No, he was right. Can’t you see how empty the nets are?” Samah said.
“If that is true, then won’t this winter be worse for us if we have to share our food
with Itzac?” asked Taimish.
“We will collect the contents from Elder Gamin’s larder, but then Itzac must be
driven off,” said Harrod.
“And if he refuses to go?” asked Taimish.
“He is not Nyunah. He will go,” Harrod said.
“He is too young, Elder Harrod. He will die out there,” Samah said.
“We will not share our limited supplies. As Elder Gamin often warned us, there will
be others driven into our lands by hunger when the weather turns. Will you feed them, too?
The Nyunah are the First People and we are rulers of this land,” said Harrod.
The other elders bowed their heads, knowing that Harrod would hear no more.
While the mothers cleared out the larder, the elders rolled Gamin’s body onto a stretcher
and carried him from the cabin. He would be burned, his ashes spread on the waves. Itzac
may not have killed Elder Gamin, but as far as the elders were concerned, it was time for
Itzac to leave the Nyunahs. He would live or die an outcast.
***
Itzac was hungry. He wandered back to the cabin, but no one was there. Nothing
was there. The cabin was empty, even the bed was gone, and the door left open. The larder,
where the old father kept the salted fish and dried seaweed, was empty too. Itzac curled up
on the cold dirt floor for the night. The smell of fish was already fading.
***
It had been another bad day for fishing. The inlet was closed-in with heavy clouds.
The air was still and cold. The nets had been emptier than anyone could remember. The
adults were mending nets and speaking in hushed voices about the scarcity of food when
several children burst on the scene.
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“Itzac is coming!” They cried in unison, sending the adults rushing in many
directions.
Mother Samah marched with purpose to the path that entered the village from the
direction of Elder Gamin’s cabin. Itzac was still in the trees when she arrived. He seemed
uncertain as he paced in the shadows of the path. Samah stomped toward Itzac, waving a
hand at him.
“You go, Itzac! You must find your own way, now. You are not Nyunah! Go,” she
yelled.
Itzac did not understand why the old mother was so angry with him. He fell back in
the face of her fury, scrambling backwards. He started to bawl as he turned and ran from
the village. Mother Samah stopped, watching him disappear into the trees. If he came back,
she would not be able to save him. Elder Harrod arrived with six Nyunah warriors.
“Burn Elder Gamin’s cabin,” Samah said. “He will have to move on if he has no
shelter.”
Elder Harrod agreed and they trotted down the trail toward the cabin. Itzac hid in
the woods, outside the clearing, watching the men burn the cabin he and his old father had
shared for so long.
“Stay and watch for Itzac. Kill him if he shows himself,” Harrod said. He left the
men and returned to the village.
Itzac remembered a place he had camped with his old father on their long treks. He
would go there and hide. One of the men spotted Itzac pacing in the shadows. He began to
shout and point. The others gathered, lifting their spears and cheering. Itzac cried out and
ran as the men charged him.
***
Itzac was so tired. Every time he tried to stop he could hear the warriors still
hunting him. He stumbled, rolling onto his back. The sky was dark, even though the sun
had risen hours ago. A snow was coming and Itzac could feel the temperature falling fast.
All he wanted to do was sleep, but then the warriors would catch him. Maybe they would
kill him. Itzac rolled over, forcing his feet to move. He had to get out of the cold before the
storm hit.
***
It had been snowing for over an hour. At first the big wet flakes stuck to everything,
sounding like raindrops spattering on the ground. Now, the flakes were falling thick and
heavy. The trail had disappeared under a layer of snow, but Itzac knew the way. The
hunters had been close, but they had fallen silent when the snow started. Itzac left the
animal trail and started up the steep slope to the cave his old father had shown him. His
feet were frozen, his breathing labored. He stopped at the bottom of the ridge and turned to
look back down the mountain. The snow was falling sideways now. The wind, driving the
snow hard in his face, made it impossible to see farther than a few feet ahead. He couldn’t
wait anymore. If he stayed outside, he would die. Itzac climbed to the ledge and slipped
between the rocks into the cave. The old father’s mattress of pine boughs and dried grasses
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was still there. Itzac found several full baskets in the back, smelling strongly of fish. Itzac
was too cold and exhausted to think about anything but sleep.
***
Itzac didn’t remember much after he reached the safety of the cave. He knew the
warriors had not found him. He woke up a few times to eat from the basket of fish and
seaweed, until it was gone, or drink from a small puddle of melting ice near the opening of
the cave. When he finally stepped from the cave, he was starving; all he could think about
was finding something to eat.
***
He wandered back to the burned-out cabin. The spring sun had melted the last of
the snow, leaving the charred skeleton of the building poking up out of the mud. He looked
at the cabin and tried to remember why this place had been so important. He turned down
the path toward the village. It was choked with sprouting weeds and blocked by fallen
trees; Itzac took his time reaching the edge of the village.
The cabins stood, abandoned. Many of the roofs had fallen in from the weight of
winter snows. Empty baskets and unmended nets lay scattered and forgotten. At the center
of the village stood a partially burned bier, the small body atop a charred husk; all the
boats were gone. Something had happened here while he was hidden in his cave. All of
Nyunah had disappeared.
The bear, once known as Itzac, wandered down the shoreline looking for food.
Scaring an eagle from a newly caught salmon with a deep growl, he sat back on his
haunches and began to eat voraciously; catching several more fish from the shallows, he
continued to devour them, scales and all. His old father taught him how to live with the
Nyunahs; part of him would miss them. But part of him would not.
He didn’t need them anymore.
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“Drowned in Rye”
by Damian Hunt
Lemon lights a Lucky Strike with his last match. As he leaves the alleyway, he
coughs out his chief drag. He spits black phlegm onto the grey streets of Baltimore, and
feels a drizzle drip through his thin, blonde hair. After double- checking that it’s not bird
shit, he grabs his tweed cap out of his charcoal leather jacket; he tucks it on his meaty
head.
A redheaded woman holding a flailing newspaper above her hair hurries her little
boy past him. Lemon turns his head and watches her scurry away. A quick gust blows off
his cap and he scampers after it for a few feet before tucking it on again. Looking around to
see if anyone saw his fumble, he notices the streets are deserted, minus a pearl Porsche
911T staring him down; it glows across the street, in front of an inactive parking meter.
Lemon pops his collar and looks up at the carbon- fiber sky.
Another raindrop falls between the bridge of his crooked nose and his green eyes,
then slides down his cheek. He wipes it with his leather sleeve. Then it storms; lightning
cracks and thunder crashes simultaneously as sheets of rain dump from dense clouds.
Drops splash on asphalt, like beetles swarming in waves towards Lemon.
“Screw this,” he mumbles. He throws his wet cigarette into the pool of insects and
jogs across the street.
Lemon unzips his jacket and takes out a custom pocketknife he made back at the
shop long ago, right when his pal Rudy and he first decided to make a career out of jacking
cars. They were usually a lot more professional than this, though.
He yanks out the tool in the third slot. Essentially, it is a very thin flat-head
screwdriver, with a slightly bent tip – formed by superheating, then pinching the molten
metal – and a raised ridge along one side of the shaft. When upward pressure is gently
applied inside the latch, the ridge pushes up the pins of the lock, aligning them. A careful
twist is needed to catch the cylinder, and then, click; the lock pops.
Lemon slips into the car and shuts the door. He breathes for a moment, tuning in to
the rain pattering on the convertible’s canvas top. With the pocket pick still in hand, he
naturally slides it into the ignition. Every car has their sweet spot, and Lemon loves finding
them. He feels the special indent and smirks; he thrusts the Porsche into gear, giving the
engine a healthy rev. His toes tense in his boots as they firmly test the pedal, then shift to
second.
‘We’re working with a 2.4 liter here,’ Lemon thinks. Even though he knows
technically it’s closer to 2.3. From the car’s purr he concludes this one is carbureted. It must
have been shipped privately from overseas. ‘Big spenders.’ Most American and Asian
models had the mechanical fuel injection installed ’cause of recent green regulation. ‘Hippie
aftershock, like disco.’
He remembers a joke Rudy made after Earth Day was founded three years ago, “It’s
just another way to make money,” he would say. “What’s next? Mars Day? Saturn Day?
Everybody, buy a bunch of ice! It’s frikkin’ Pluto Day!”
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That made Lemon think about how he didn’t even know all the planets.
“The boys are gonna love this baby,” he thinks, overlooking the fact that he’s been a
ghost the past twenty-four hours. This was the third time this month.
Rubber rips through puddles and wind howls outside the windows like a widowed
wolf. ‘This lovely lady could be worth up to ten stacks on the market…’ Lemon thinks. He
can’t imagine that he was just about to walk right pass this beaut. Lemon looks at the
rearview and smiles. Windshield wipers jerk back and forth, splashing rain aside.
The gale continues on ferociously. Branches tumble across slippery streets, traffic
lights blink, and signs rattle. With no cars in sight, Lemon speeds on. He glides right at
Thorn Street, the road he told the cab driver to turn on to last night, en route to the bar.
Instead, the driver insisted on taking the lengthier way, down Light Boulevard.
He takes out a cigarette – his last one – wrinkled and spotted from a battered, moist
pack. Realizing he is out of matches, he checks for an igniter, but there is none in sight.
He fingers the grain pattern of the paneling then switches gears. Lemon scavenges
through his empty wallet for the off chance he was smart enough to save an emergency
match, but that wasn’t the case.
$8.42 for the cab ride only left him $12.58 to blackout. Luckily, he had limited
himself to twenty dollars last night. Even still, that left no money to get a cab home after
the bar. Recently, Lemon has gotten comfortable with taking hundreds of dollars from his
safe, and then spending it on things he claims to live for, but can never clearly remember.

As he pulls up to the front gate of the workshop, he thinks, out of all the times he’s
gone overboard with indulgence and partook in these illusionary pleasures, he’s never
gotten so shit-faced that he woke up in an alley way, covered in the better half of his fluids
like he did this morning.
Lemon braces himself for the frigid downpour he would soon face running outside to
unlock the gate. He absorbs the creamy warmth of the beige interior, exhales, and bursts
outdoors. He quickly unlocks the padlock on the gate with the first slot of his pocket tool.
He hurries back into the humming car, soaking wet. Idling his way past the gate, he takes
off his cap and streaks back his hair, as dark dirty water drips from his fingertips; mud
streams down his forearms and face. He exhales, opens the door again, and runs outside to
close the gate. Lighting snaps, illuminating his blue grimace as he struggles for the key.
Lemon sprints back to the sports car and slithers in. Sitting on his hands, shivering, he
thinks, ‘I just needa bang on that garage door and hope these guys are around.’
So once more, Lemon treks into the torrential rain. He runs up and bangs on the
garage seven times, and then dashes back into the Porsche. His spine twitches and his
teeth chatter.
Thirty seconds later, Rutger, a brawny brute, pulls up the garage door chain to
Lemon, smiling in between dancing windshield wipers. “He’s finally here!” Rutger yells
back into the garage “And he’s in a dangerously sexy Porsche!”
Lemon slowly drives the car into the garage. He is surprised to see all three head
honchos in the shop, all four now that he was there. Mr. Berkenshire uncrosses his arms
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and steps forward; even in hurricane-force winds, he is dressed to the boot: a blue Armani
suit with matching pants and white snakeskin shoes house this old bitter man with slickedback ivory hair, one silver front tooth, a pointy nose, and drooping jowls.
“You smell like a wet dog that just pissed yourself,” Mr. Berkenshire says, his black
eyes glaring at Lemon. He looks at the car, and in disgust asks, “Where on Mother’s Earth
have you been? And Christ have mercy on my soul, why do I see a stolen Porsche that I
have not approved here?”
Lemon looked down at the cracked garage floor. He had no excuses, even if he
fabricated one; he knew none of the guys would buy it. “I was too drunk, Mr. Berkenshire.”
“No one was around; no one saw me Mr. Berkenshire, I swear to God on that.”
Rudy, the manager of the whole operation ,and a highlighted entrepreneur in New
England’s black market, steps in.
“No matter what the case is, we gotta get rid of this thing before it stops raining and
someone notices it’s gone… Lemon, you keep fucking up, but I can fix this,”
Rudy says, “But seriously, last thing we need is something happening to us ’cause
you mess up by getting too fucked up. Then you start chit-chatting ’bout the business, or try
and impress some slut with your automobile aficionado spiel.”
Mr. Berkenshire closes his eyes and squeezes the bridge of his nose.
“What were we just talking about, Rudy? This is a shitty situation, and I got a hot
steaming piece of shit sitting in my shop,” he points to the Porsche. “And once this storm
clears, there’s gonna be lil’ red-white-and-blue flies buzzing around, sniffin’ that shit out!” A
thick, gelled strand of Mr. Berkenshire’s hair shakes out of place and he fixes it, flashing a
gold ring entombing a ruby.
“After Little Fern and his boys got picked up in Annapolis and our whole Chicago
section got shutdown by the Feds, we need to be on our tip-toes, playing the game like
freakin’ ballerinas.” He stops and sniffs the stale air. “All fluff aside, I think I’ve been
getting whiffs of a rat.”
Thunder clangs outside as rain pelts on the roof and drums against the garage door.
A saw falls off the tool rack and the boys go silent. “Why don’t you clean yourself up,
Lemon,” Mr. Berkenshire says.
“And I’ll start to make some phone calls and try to get this honey sold, even if it’s
just for parts,” Rudy adds.
“Please take care of this Rudy; my aorta is plugging as we speak.” Mr. Berkenshire
replies.
Lemon takes off his dripping jacket and t-shirt, then stares at his reflection in the
window of the sports car. He flexes a tattooed Jesus dragging a cross across his chest. It is a
tattoo he got nearly a year ago, a few weeks after his father, a devout Catholic, ate himself
a bullet. Daddy Lemon always said his son should let his savior’s sacrifice sink in. That’s
how he was able to “get over” the death of his prized lemon grove (and before that, the
death of his wife).
Lemon takes a quick shower in the washroom before coming back into the
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workshop. Rutger is clipping his toenails on top of two stacked tires. “I can’t believe it’s
still raining,” Lemon says while cleaning his ears with a Q-tip.
“It was on the news all night and morning, “stay indoors, stay indoors”; I think it’s
some tropical depression that jerked north,” Rutger said.
Lemon vaguely remembers overplay of the weather man on the bar’s TV last night,
but he never paid attention to it. He never fixated on television, mainly because he never
had access to one, Two years after finally getting one, his mother died; this caused sad
Daddy Lemon to drink his grove to death. “Drowned in Rye” the local headlines said.
Once in the city, Lemon could never sit still like his drunk Daddy and watch
Bonanza or the Beverly Hillbillies.
“Where’s Mr. Berkenshire?” Lemon asks after noticing his office lights been off.
“He said he was going home, his chest was hurtin’.” Rutger replied.
“Oh. In this rain?”
“I guess so.”
Rudy comes out of the backroom twenty-five minutes later; it is still bucketing.
Rutger and Lemon are smoking inside. They are blowing rings and other smoke tricks
under a dangling fluorescent lamp, resembling actors in the spotlight of a Broadway play.
Next to them is the Porsche, looking holy.
“Ain’t lucky, but who’s taking note?” Lemon smiles, ashing on the floor.
“Hey, Lemon, I got a guy,” Rudy screams from down the hall.
Lemon looks over and shouts, “No way!”
“Yeah, don’t thank me yet; he’s in Pittsburgh, so we are going to have to go now, like
right now.” Rudy puts his hands in his denim pockets, crosses his legs, and leans against
the hall wall.
“If we wanna get rid of this thing with no collateral, we gotta get as far out of the
city as possible while it’s still raining.” Rudy looks at his black cuticles; he uses his right
thumbnail to scoop the grunge out of his left, and then flicks it on the floor.
Lemon bites his lip and looks at the Porsche. He was surprised Rudy was able to
find a buyer so fast. He thought the car would sit in the garage for at least a few weeks. Mr.
Berkenshire would probably have bitched the whole time, but eventually the heat would
cool off. At that point, maybe he would be able to take it on a true cruise. Perhaps around
the sunny Maryland countryside.
“I’m real sorry ’bout dragging you along on this mission Rudy, it happened out of
instinct; once the storm started, it was like I didn’t have a choice but to take it,” Lemon
said.
Lemon understood where he went sloppy. In all four years of their interstate
operation, they had never stolen a car they hadn’t stalked. No matter how many times he
had the urge to lick a whip, he fought it for the sake of the crew.
He helps Rutger and Rudy load the Porsche onto the flatbed with the familiar blue
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Berkenshire Mechanics logo stamped on the doors. Of course, Rudy has to go along because
he set up the deal, like always

“Yo Rudy, Do you remember the first car we licked?” Lemon asks, well into the drive.
A cigarette dangles between his teeth, its smoke streamlining out of a slit in the window
and scattering into the rain.
“You talkin’ bout the Monaco or the Deville?” Rudy said over the whistle of the storm
intruding through the window.
“The Monaco!” Lemon laughed. “The Deville don’t count; we were eighteen, messy,
and got arrested.”
Rudy laughed, too. “Yeah, course I remember the Monaco, first one we sold to Mr.
Berkenshire; got ripped off, too.”
“She was a fine lady…but not like this one,” Lemon says nodding towards the
Porsche fully covered in a black tarp.
The pair drives a mile in the storm, their spirits absent in the cab.
“We should just keep it, Rudy. I’ll stash it at Brewer’s warehouse; I’ll pay you the
full price for it, even a little extra for bein’ such a fool these past few months,” Lemon says,
ending the emptiness.
“Fuck Lemon…” Rudy rests the top of his head on the driver’s window pane. Lemon
takes a nervous drag of another cigarette he bummed off Rutger.
“I won’t take it out anytime soon, shit I’ll hide it for years. I got a connection with
this car, Rudy. You shoulda seen her there, all alone on the street.” Rudy rubs his pink
forehead
“You know we can’t do that, Lemon.”
The pair trekked onwards. They don’t talk much, and even in traffic, Rudy stays
quiet. Lemon notices Rudy check his Rolex for the fifth time that hour.
“You got a date over in Pittsburgh there, Rudy?”
Rudy stops looking at his watch. “No, I just wanna make sure this guy’s gonna be
there.”
“Who is it,” Lemon asks. “Chauncey?”
“No.”
“Dallas and his boys?”
“No.”
Lemon frowns. “Who else we got in Pittsburgh?”
“It’s an old connect of Mr. Berkenshire’s. He told me to give ’em a call before he went
home,” Rudy said.
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“Mr. Berkenshire… Always coming through,” Lemon chuckles.
The pair approached the state line. The rain diminishes to a drizzle and the sky
starts to let up. Sun strands start to shine through scruffy, cotton-like clouds. Lemon looks
up. “Well, won’t ’cha look at that!” He looked at Rudy, who didn’t seem as jolly.
“C’mon, we’re out the city! Cheer up buddy, I’m sorry! I’ll make it up to you with a
beer, or a babe…or somethin’.” Rudy fakes a grin and continues to look forward. Lemon
scratches his head. Rudy drives a few miles onward, looking out onto the clearing horizon.
“What the…” Lemon squints and sees flashing lights peek over the top of the hill
ahead. A couple moments later Lemon gets a better view of what Rudy is driving towards.
Only a few hundred meters ahead is a roadblock with over a dozen police cruisers,
accompanied by their armed drivers and their armed partners. Lemon’s stomach turns to
stone. “Oh fuck!” He desperately looks towards Rudy, who still shows no emotion.
“Yo, Rudy! Do you see this,” Lemon yells. Rudy looks at him sullenly.
“Rudy, bust a U! We ain’t goin’ down!” Rudy kept driving.
Lemon looks at him, confused “Rudy! Look what’s comin’ up!”
Rudy tries to mumble something, but nothing distinguishable comes out. Lemon
looks ahead, eyes like a mantis, then at Rudy, who is still trying to piece together a
sentence. “I’m s-sorry, man.” Rudy finally squeezes out.
Lemon instinctively grabs the wheel and forces a U-turn thru the wet grass. The
truck swerves into the opposite side of the highway, drifting on the slick streets. The
Porsche jiggles in the back.
“What are you doing, Lemon? You’re gonna kill us!” Rudy screams, readjusting the
wheel. He pushes Lemon off and looks for a safe place to turn around.
“What are you doing Rudy?” Lemon panics and pulls out his pocket utensil, slipping
out the fourth tool.
“You’re setting me up!” Lemon leers at Rudy. “That’s why you aren’t worried ’bout
these cops? This is why you wanted to drive!” Lemon grabs the wheel again, but Rudy’s
thick palm pushes across his face.
As Rudy stiff-arms Lemon, the truck glides right; the tires vibrate ferociously as
they dip into the divots that outline the highway. Again, Rudy pushes Lemon off and
straightens the truck out.
“Lemon, listen. I’m sorry. I love you buddy, but you’re a liability; we can’t afford a
slip up. This was inevitable, so don’t act stupid.” Lemon’s legs shake as he glares at Rudy
with teary eyes.
“I can’t believe you… God damnit Rudy, God damnit!” Lemon pulls at his short hair
with both hands, spiking it up. He looks at Rudy with devil eyes and then puts the pocketutensil-knife firmly against Rudy’s scruffy neck. He gets close to Rudy’s ear, and along with
bits of spit, he whispers raspy and loud through gritted teeth, “You’re gonna keep on
driving this way you filthy vermin, or I’ma slice you’re throat.”
“Calm down, you psychotic bastard! This is the luckiest day of your life. Mr.
Berkenshire thinks I’m wasting you out here, Lemon! I’m trying to help you! I’m the only
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friend you have! You potato-brained dipshit!” Lemon tenses, and tears stream as he still
struggles with Rudy. “Whatever charges you’re aboutta face don’t match what happens if
you go down with the rest of the operation. Shit, maybe if you cooperate, you can be in and
out.”
Lemon looks into Rudy’s eyes and see’s someone unrecognizable. “The operation is
falling apart, Lemon. I did what I had to do to protect myself. Now, instead of fucking
killing you, I’m doing the only thing I can to protect you…” Lemon stops struggling.
“I am putting my neck on the line for you, Lemon. Heck, I’m potentially pulling a
grenade pin out on the whole investigation, ’cause you’re still my friend.”
Lemon, doped up with confusion and rage, hears nothing but the clambering of his
brain. He snarls, faces Rudy again, and bashes his bony nose with the butt of his tool.
Another quick thrust of the blade nicks Rudy’s cheek, and blood drips. The truck clips a
hatchback and Lemon frantically lunges toward the steering wheel. Rudy also tries to save
the pair.
Lemon brutishly pushes Rudy off of the wheel by shoving his hands into his face, not
having taken into consideration his open knife, which impales Rudy’s right eye up to the
tool’s handle, pricking his brain. Rudy’s head slumps onto Lemons shoulder. Lemon jolts
the truck right. The truck hydroplanes, clips another car – a blue coupe – and flips. Lemon
is knocked unconscious.

Red-lined, green eyes blink to the sound of sirens, drowned out voices, and walkietalkies. Lemon coughs. He wipes soot and blood off of his face and looks over to his right.
Rudy slouches lifeless, his safety belt firmly gripping his chest; his tattered shirt reveals a
wire, taped down with a white X. Lemon’s pocket apparatus is piercing his right eye. Police
rip Lemon out of the bashed truck onto damp asphalt and handcuff him. Though he is being
read his rights, he does not hear the officer mention murder of informant Rudolph
Weinberg. He is hyper-focused on his Porsche: crumbled like a piece of paper; embellished
with shredded scraps of black tarp, flapping like an exhausted fish.
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“Pillow Book”
by Meagan Foley
I.
My mother believed in symbolism, prophetic dreams, mystical possibility. I inherited
that from her. The clean, crisp sound of tarot cards flipping against the kitchen table, my
mother would lay out my sisters’ fortunes on a silk scarf. The Six of Cups, Ten of Pentacles,
the Fool. A ribbon of incense threaded up through the air and created a halo around the
lamp over the table. It was the musky scent of sandalwood, an ember smoldering and gray
ash hanging off the stick. My sisters talked about money and romance – the heavy curve of
my sister’s belly, rounded by the end of her second trimester.
There was reason for superstition, my mother said. She had proof.
My mother was ten. I imagine that Lafayette sweltered in the summer sun in the
late afternoon. It was the day my uncle died. She, my mother, was inside. I imagine her at
the kitchen table, writing out mathematic problems in her neat, precise hand. A blackbird
flew in her parents’ house – my grandfather with a broom in the sunroom and my
grandmother in hysterics. A bird in the house is a symbol (I’m not sure where it comes
from) and the symbol means death.
II.
One summer, I had the same dream every night.
That summer we were living near the Florida coast, ten miles from the beach at a
stretch, cooped up in that seashell pink condo my parents rented. We spent our days
searching for shells on the beach or splashing in the community pool, drying off on the
scorching flagstones.
I got it into my head that I had to hold my sisters’ hands before I went to sleep. I
was superstitious, and I thought that if I didn’t hold their hands, they might die in their
sleep. I was still convinced our lives were governed by mystical influences then. If I knew
that it was illogical, I couldn’t sleep until I’d held their hands and given them protection by
way of my belief.
I was at the ocean side with my little sisters, an unfamiliar shore – me, at age
eleven, Amanda at nine, and Madelyn five years old. The beach was an endless strip of
caramel colored sand, closed in on one side by dunes and tall grasses, intersected by wooden
bridges out onto the sand. The sky overhead was an expanse of cool blue, dotted by massive
white clouds. The wind whipped our hair around our faces. The girls would get excited,
seeing the water; they’d rush forward, dip their toes in.
I cut my eyes to the skyline, at the way the ocean sucked at the lapping waves. I
envisioned tsunamis, deadly jellyfish, the inexorable drag of riptide. “No, don’t get in the
water without mom and dad,” I’d call out.
But the water was warm, running over my bare feet. The tide was slow and soft, like
a breeze. We tread in up to our ankles. Madelyn was small then and we were only up to our
knees before she was waist-deep in water. Dark clouds rolled in over the water.
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We floated on the current, the sand under us having disappeared. Twisting against
the current, I found Madelyn and Mandy in the water around me. I reached out, but the
instant our hands locked, the waves pulled us away.
One night, I remembered how the dream went while I was still having it. I knew
that if I was uneasy, the waves would swallow us up, drag us down into the sea. I settle the
tremor in my chest, watching the water. I tried to trick the ocean by calling to my sisters
when we were still close to shore.
I don’t remember how that worked, or if it did at all.
III.
She maintained that it was my prophetic vision that saved our lives. I’m too young
for much of it to be clear now. I was six or seven. The drive back from Stone Mountain put
me on edge, lying in the back of my parents’ wood-paneled station wagon. My discount
fuscia jacket was crumpled beneath my head, silky under my cheek. I screwed my eyes
shut, imagined I’d be home soon. The way the streetlights glided over the windows was
sinister in a way that I felt in the pit of my stomach.
It’s the possibility that scares you – visions of collisions on a busy interstate. You can
see yourself, flung by a concussive blow against the side panel of the car. You can feel the
sting of blood in your eyes and bruising pressure. That vision floats over your regular sight,
a movie projector on a plate glass window. It’s ghostly.
As we merged on the turnpike to the I-285, I raised a cry like a police siren and my
mother called for me in the front seat, the sound of her voice muffled, confused. My father
pulled the wagon off onto the bank of the road. This is in north Georgia – those streets are
lined by tall evergreen trees over concrete retaining walls. Traffic is a century slow trickle
of Christmas lights in every lane leaving the park until you make it to the main road, to the
interstate and then it’s clear, easy.
My older sisters – Montesa, Michelle – were plucking at my t-shirt, pulling me into
the backseat. I was clambering over when the headlights of another car splashed over the
hood, brightened the windows of our station wagon. They were going forty, the wrong way
up the turnpike. My mother’s face was bleached by the light swinging out across the dark
road, and then it was gone and she looked down at me, folded up on my knees in her lap.
She believed I’d saved us. For years, when I rejected everything she’d taught me
(superstitions, dreams, and visions), she told me that I knew that these things existed.
Why? “Because you had a vision.” Because that “vision” saved our lives. That’s what she
believed.
The thing was, though, that the drive had always scared me. That fear vibrated in
my bones. A premonition without proof is just a worry – that stupid phantasm that hangs
over your bed when you can’t sleep at night. There were times, not just then, that I’d been
gripped by dread and certainty that we’d never make it home. The hair at my temples
would get cold and wet with tears. I couldn’t ever tell her that, though. I couldn’t force
myself to rob her.
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IV.
I’m still having dreams of my mom. For months after she died, it was every night.
The worst kinds of nightmares are the ones that seem better, at first – where we
bring her to the hospital in time, or where she regains consciousness there. The ones where
it seems like we’ll manage to save her.
I had a dream where she just appeared, alive and awake and whole, and I realized
I’d been allowed to go back to warn them (to warn us). But I knew, even while I was
dreaming it, that she’d die in the dream, just like she died in reality, and there was no
saving her.
V.
A dream was how I knew she’d die. It was the night before my sister took her to the
hospital. I was having trouble sleeping then – I’d gone to live with my brother so I could
watch my nephew when my brother was at work. The bed, the room, was foreign. I hadn’t
visited since my nephew was born. Nights are long when you know a baby needs you in the
morning. I could never manage to fall asleep before three AM.
That night, I can’t remember why – I was sleeping in the nursery, where my brother
and his wife have a twin sized bed and a TV. I can’t remember what I was watching. I was
thinking of home, of Tallahassee.
When I fell asleep, I dreamt I was sleeping by my mother. She had a long pink
nightgown with little flowers embroidered on the hem. I was embarrassed, feeling like a
child. I wanted to spend the night talking to my sister. I remembered how long it had been
since I’d talked to my mother (the phone call where I’d sided with my sister against her –
some stupid thing about politics), how much she wanted to spend time with me, how it
wasn’t a huge sacrifice just to make her feel appreciated for raising me so long. I let her hug
me and it was just like it had been when I was a child (when she’d taken me home from
school with an earache and put my head on her knee) and it was different, because I was
full grown, independent.
And later, when I woke up, my little sister called me, crying. There was something
wrong and she needed my brother, our older sister, to call my dad, to see what was going
on. Mom had been sick for a couple weeks and she wasn’t getting better. My sister didn’t
know what to do.
I turned out my stomach on the bathroom floor, because I knew. Why else would my
mother come to me in a dream, unless it was to see me one more time before dying?
And when we drove over, my brother and I, at one AM that night, he slept in the
passenger’s seat beside me. The yellow line veered all over the road in the cone of light put
off by my headlights. I thought I died a dozen times, dozing off at the steering wheel – I just
didn’t know it yet. It’s funny how hard it was to stay awake when I was driving over, and
how hard it was to sleep when I was in the ICU with my mother in her bed.
VI.
And you dream when you read a book. Eyes open, you see the words and you’re
somewhere else. You’re in a tall field of rye, you’re a hundred feet under the sea, you’re in a
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horsehead nebula, you’re in a major city a century before you were even born. You feel sand
on your lips and the rumble of waves on rocks below you.
In this way, you live a thousand lives, you die a hundred times. You wake up,
yourself, dazed and lost for a little while. And maybe, sometimes, you wish you’re still in
that other place.
It seems to me that the hardest thing to escape is who you are, even if that person is
always changing. Are you really the same person every time you wake up?
VII.
I have fifty faces for when I write a story. I listen to dialogue when I’m daydreaming,
map out whole conversations while idling at red lights, waiting for the light to change. I try
to twist characters into something unexpected, something I’d never think of (even if it’s
impossible), so they’re further from who I am. So when I catch myself saying something, a
turn of phrase a character would use, it’s me who’s imitating, not the other way around.
Professors always tell you to write what you know. Secure in your experience,
ensconced in familiarity, you’re telling a story you’ve known your whole life. You’re telling a
story that’s in your blood. That way, whatever you put down on the page is genuine.
And I know myself but when I commit my thoughts to paper, the words that come
out sound like a stage play. I told my brother once that I’m afraid I don’t have feelings, and
if I’m kind, it’s because that’s the way I want people to see me. It’s what you can’t prove
that pulls you down like a sinking darkness.
I’m afraid of everything we – humans – can imagine. I’m afraid of what you can
persuade yourself to believe. What frightens me is the idea that we’re really nothing – a
soul is just the firing of electricity across the motherboard in your brain. And when you
pare it down, there’s nothing to us but electricity and tissue. Because you can convince
yourself that you have a soul, but can you prove it to yourself?
“But you know love exists,” my sister said when I told her I was afraid that you
couldn’t prove anything. “There are esoteric concepts that exist.”
“How do you know?” I asked.
“Because you do.”
That sounds simple. But now I wonder if I’ve imagined the contents of my heart. If
my heart exists at all or if I made it up so I didn’t have to fear loneliness. If I exist when I’m
alone.
I never think about my body. Of the space inhabited by the body I live in. Some days,
I think it’s like I’m just two eyes and a cup of fire in the cavity of my skull. Do you ever
consider that most of the time you are your own blindspot? There’s so much you can’t see if
you can’t even see yourself.
When I was a kid, I wanted to wear a blindfold and feel my way around. Or maybe
what I wanted was to feel out the space inhabited by a different person, to feel something
that I couldn’t make up on my own. Or maybe it was a game. Maybe it was a daydream.
Who can remember these things accurately, anyway?
Oscar Wilde wrote that all artists should create things of beauty and put nothing of
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themselves into their work. It’s essentially meaningless, the kind of glib thing he said that
we twist ourselves around now. But when I was fifteen and I read Oscar Wilde, I was
Salome – I was the head of John the Baptist. And I wanted to create something beautiful
and alien. And now I’m not sure it can even be done.
VIII.
The best dream I ever had was the one where I ate lava. Spoonful after spoonful. My
silverware broke the black crust like an eggshell and scooped out a bulb of fire like a
glassblower’s wand. I swallowed molten glass and I was fireproof like Hephaestus. My
cheeks were full of magma, radiating light outward. I was filled with something so
luminous, so magical. I thought then that I was like a furnace. I could see the glow beneath
the faint shadow of my ribs under my t-shirt. I could feel the warmth of fire in my chest, in
my stomach.
If I could carry that with me when waking, it would be an aegis against hard times.
I’m sure.
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“Bienvenidos a Westchester”
by Patrick Sanfiel
Westchester (pronounced Wé-ché-té)
You can weed out the tourists by how they say the name of this place. They
pronounce every letter slow and easy, but we laugh at them for it. Only those of us baptized
in black beans know the name of the little corner of big Miami that we call home. Wé-chété, we say it loud and fast in jerky syllables so it sounds like a machete making quick chops
into a stalk of sugar cane, it’s more natural that way.
When you say it that way you can hear the little old men in New York Yankees caps,
buttoned into shirts made soft by a thousand washes, selling tangerines and lychees all
down Bird Road. You can hear the ’98 Honda Civics, with muddy sound systems blown out
from playing reggaeton too loud and holes drilled in the muffler to make them sound faster.
You can hear the roosters that your neighbor keeps in his front yard, the ones that wake
you up every Saturday. You can hear the sound of somebody making a colada, the clink of a
spoon against the tin cup where savage Cuban coffee is tamed by sugar.
We say Wé-ché-té because it reminds us of what our parents and our grandparents
had to lose to find us a better life. We say Wé-ché-té because we’re proud to be Americans
that eat platanos maduros and still call our grandparents “abuelo” and “abuela”. We say
Wé-ché-té, and even though we laugh at your pronunciation, if you stay with us long
enough in the tropical jungles where natives chase you down to talk about Fidel Castro,
we’ll teach you to say Wé-ché-té too.
The Train Tracks
It’s where we go when the city seems quiet and the noise of house parties and drone
of school deserts us for a while. The train tracks, the ones hidden away in that dark little
dead end by the park, sheltered from cop car spotlights and well-meaning parents. We go
there with our homemade pipe (a coke can with an aluminum foil filter covering the mouth
and a raggedy hole gouged into the side by somebody’s house keys) and a little bag, the
contents of which will have me manically spraying my clothes with cheap cologne on my
way home.
Sitting on the metal rails, we inhale deeply and often, choking on piney smoke. Once
we’ve had enough, we begin our discourse. Carlos, Alex, Vince, and I tackle poverty and
world hunger in the first hour, congratulating ourselves on being so much smarter than the
simpletons at the UN. From there, we repack the coke can with another sticky green chunk
and move onto more important issues; music, the best movies to watch stoned. This goes on
for hours, interrupted occasionally when one of us mistakes a light on the distant freeway
down the twisting tracks for a train bearing down on us and we scatter, regrouping
moments later laughing at that person’s stupidity.
The train tracks are where we went to become Nobel Prize winning thinkers and
masters of our world, if only ‘til gas station lemonade and a warm bed at our parents’ house
called us away.
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Papi’s House
Most days we lived with our mother at abuelo and abuela’s house, coffee always on a
burner and an uncle on the living room couch, sleeping off a 4 a.m. wakeup for a
construction job. Every other weekend though, ever since I was 10 and my sister was 8,
we’d each pack a bag and make the trip to our father’s house (papi to my sister and I).
At papi’s house there was never anybody taking up the couch, I didn’t have to sleep
in a sweaty garage, a colossal flat-screen dominated the room, and we got to eat take-out for
dinner.
Every night in that house, my sister and I became von Trapps; we smiled and sat
still, showing our father’s friends how well-mannered we were while they heaped slurred
praise on us. We quietly took ourselves to bed when the guests left and beer bottles had put
papi to sleep.
In the morning, he would sheepishly shake us awake for breakfast he had cooked
while we slept and after a half hour of silence and staring into pancakes, papi would crack a
joke and the night before would disappear into the orange juice.
Afterwards, the two of us would curl up on the couch in papi’s arms watching movies
in the cool, dark living room as he drifted in and out of naps. We stayed this way until it got
dark outside and the bottles started knocking at the door again.
Noche Buena
Noche Buena is our name for Christmas Eve in Miami. It’s the night when all of the
cousins, aunts, uncles, brothers, sisters, grandparents, and everything in between converge
on one lucky relative’s house. We all cram into the back yard, the kitchen, the living room,
until you have to dodge elbows and hips to make your way to the bathroom.
The aunts and grandmothers talk inside over Carlo Rossi wine as they take turns
stirring big pots of congri and yucca, scooping up any small child that wanders close enough
and smothering them in kisses and “ay, que lindo”s. Promptly set free, the dazed little boy
or girl makes their way back to the rest of the kids in the front yard and finds their group
among the hordes playing football, painting nails, throwing firecrackers into the football
game, or just talking.
The uncles and grandfathers are out in the backyard, they surround the makeshift
grill assembled from cinder blocks, an old grate, and a sheet of steel underneath to hold the
charcoal. Every half hour, two of them put down their Heinekens and stop talking about
Cuba long enough to lift the banana leaves and flip the whole pig hiding underneath.
Before today, the pig has been sitting in a tub of marinade on the cleared off kitchen
counter for days, terrifying the young and exciting the strongest nostalgia in the initiated. I
still grin when I remember the story of our white neighbors all those years ago, nervously
approaching us and politely asking us why we had killed our dog. We laughed about it with
them later that night when we invited them over for heaping plates of lechon, which to
their relief, was Spanish for “pork” and not “man’s best friend”.
The meal itself is a flurry of hands shoveling piles of gray rice and black beans that
make up the congri and piles of white, juicy meat onto Styrofoam plates. People have
conversations across the table at an ear shattering volume and every once in a while a good
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joke makes somebody choke on their food. We gorge ourselves until the pig is picked clean
and the big tin trays that held the yucca and congri are empty.
After the meal, the table is moved aside, someone brings the stereo out and the back
yard becomes a dance floor. Grandparents dance with cousins; aunts and uncles dance with
brothers and sisters. The young and old collide and glide past each other to the beat of salsa
and merengue, burning off the feast we finished only moments ago. We dance until we are
too tired and sweaty to keep going and the mass breaks up to go play dominoes, or plop in
chairs to talk awhile, or take sleepy infants home to wait for Santa.
As the night draws to a close, family members begin to head home. Cheek kisses
float around the room as the street in front of the house begins to look emptier with each
departing car. Everybody feels a sweet kind of sadness as they embrace for the last time
until next Noche Buena.
Going Away Party
The long summer after high school is finally coming to an end, but we decide to cap
it off with one last night of cheap booze and questionable decisions. Manny’s mom is out of
town, on vacation with her boyfriend, and we have spent the entire day making the house
bare, hiding anything easy to break or steal. The class of 2011 was going to get together one
last time before we went our separate ways and began the long, inevitable process of
forgetting each other.
At around ten, cars begin to pull up, blocking driveways and killing lawns. A
mountain of flimsy cans, bought with fake ID’s at gas stations or from apathetic liquor store
clerks, grows and shrinks as guests continue to arrive. People are constantly bumping into
each other and spilling drinks in the crowded rooms, but there are no fights tonight, the
house is all smiles.
I make my way to a group of friends and flash a boozy grin at them. Dylon tells me
I’ll be back in Miami in class with him before next year, he is only half-joking. Vince teases
that I’ll lose my accent, and I shoot back an exaggerated “are ju keeding me meng?” to get
some laughs. Alexa is already making plans for Tallahassee, she got into Florida State too
and her and I are going to share an apartment, “with bunk beds and everything”, I joke.
Stephanie tells us that she leaves for Yale on Monday, “she’ll have a cure for cancer before
spring semester”, Alexa says with a smile.
I look around the room and I can’t fathom living the rest of my life without these
people or away from this place. I don’t want to grow up.
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Figure 5 Devyn Fussman

Figure 6 Charles Stephen Craun
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“Rose between teeth, dancing with Gojira”
by Sara Stolpe
Oh Mother, you tango with Godzilla tonight.
Has he tamed his atomic morning breath,
plucked between his teeth with the tentacles
of a jellyfish? Did he dip you back, blow
flowers in your face? You,
in your velvet green sweatsuit,
(no, emerald)
eyes half closed, handle this lizard
like an upright base. How nice to have an instrument
to hold, a lesson I attempt to learn when hanging
from closet ceilings, arms wrapped around
arms as a bat in its cave, cresting only into myself.
And Father—who was no monk, worshipped only
human vices—is a thumb smudge along your thigh.
Did he feel an idiot as he stood watching, at a time
when he could still love you in front of closed
doors, behind venetian blinds?
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“pueblo nuevo”
by Patrick Sanfiel
When I think of Miami,
my mind wanders
so far from the dizzy lightshow,
and the creamy pastel high-rises of South Beach.
I never saw my hometown
through the thick lenses of Chanel sunglasses,
through the bubbly orange tint
of brunch-time mimosas on ocean drive,
or through passenger windows
of a rented car, shut tight
to keep from disturbing the carefully cultivated climate inside.
The City is a much prouder place without these things.
I see Ti-Ti, the raggedy old neighbor
patched together from shreds of grey and brown,
shepherding the chickens that wander his front yard
from deep in the valley
he has worn in the plastic
of his brittle white chair.
I hear water-cooler conversations
far from the headache-white walls
and cubicles of an office.
The loud, staccato music of accents
comparing landmarks, childhoods, and dictators
in distant homelands
over strong coffee
while a bright yellow cooler moderates.
My memories are pervaded
by Bird Road traffic jams.
Bi-lingual curses float above
the dense racket
of stout old men in flannels peddling mamoncillos,
while feeble imports sputter
over the garbled mash from their blown speakers.
The sound of the afilador
splits open the city’s spray tan façade
once and for all,
like a rusty machete
cracking coconuts on the porch.
A strange nightmare ice cream truck,
the old-world whistle invades open-air domino games
as the exhausted machine cruises backstreets,
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picking up shabby, dull knives
and delivering shabby sharp ones.
I would raze every monument to excess,
belching Tiesto and Cîroc fumes into starless skies,
for a grease-slicked plate of tostones
and a folding chair
in front of the tangled static
of the hurricane TV in Ti-Ti’s muddy back yard.
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“Crafts”
by Simone Hasskew
My mouth is full of blood from the shards of glass I’ve been chewing on,
warm mercury connecting with my throat;
fallen from the broken window above my bed.
Fractures of light peeking through, making shapes from the leftover pieces
that span across the space you used to lay in,
shadows of us grow from what you left empty.
My hands are numb from the scissors I’ve been clutching,
clammy plastic indent;
cutting fabric at the kitchen table.
Colors and patterns blending, trying to sew us back together;
thread the color you hair would be after a shower:
dark, spilled ink; a sable shadow hanging in your eyes;
an ebony warning of what was to come.
My knees are bare bone from praying every night you’d come back,
skin pulled back, skeleton revealed;
hands together, eyes closed, pleading for an answer
from an entity above that I never believed in
until the day the screen door slammed, and your engine revved,
and I cried tears of salvation.
Something I’d never had was now all I had
because you left with all I was.
I was taught to build from nothing,
a creator, an inventor, an artist;
making rain sticks from paper towel rolls, pot holders from yarn,
groceries from pennies, rent money from gift cards,
friends from strangers, and now
emptiness from love.
In the darkness I will build.
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“Origami Diorama”
by Cory Alastair Stewart
The water wheel splits
through the surface like dry skin,
frozen powerless;
feathering fibers
you hear splash as he crumples,
bent in agony.
Cedars are twisted
forests of amber scrap sheet—
violent new leaf—
beginning to form
what will be the final scene
the artist creases.
He still folds yellow
perfect little ducks in streams
they will never swim.
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“Library Book”
By Damian Hunt

